?7 A T E R      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
Mie has played a part oneself without attempting to prove one's own
foresight and perspicacity. "Sir Nevile Henderson," he says, "has
published a book, The Failure of a Mission, which is a model in this
respect; it is one of the few patently honest reports." I am content to
abide by that verdict of my book. It endorses my purpose—my only
purpose—in writing The Failure of a Mission, and it is an opinion
which I value the more highly since it is that of a man with whom I
worked at the time in the closest co-operation, and to whom I opened
my heart unreservedly.
If things go wrong in this world, and they certainly did go wrong
in 1938 and 1939, it is only human to search for scapegoats, though
this disposition is not a markedly British one, but more prevalent else-
where on the European continent. On that morning when the Munich
Agreement was signed and I had left for Berlin, I wrote a short letter
to Mr. Neville Chamberlain. I kept no copy, but its text was almost
exactly as follows: "Dear P.M.—Millions of mothers will be blessing
your name to-night for having spared their children the horrors of war;
oceans of ink will flow hereafter in criticism of your actions." Nor
was that difficult to foresee. The future was very uncertain, but I still
hold, even in the light of wisdom after the event, that, firstly, the
Munich compromise had to be tried as a final attempt to save the world
from the catastrophe of war, and, secondly, that it was better to go to
war in 1939 partially armed than in 1938 when we were completely
unarmed. A friend of mine some years later asked Sir John Dill
whether he would have preferred war in 1938 to 1939. His answer
was, "I would rather it bad been in 1940." No, I still hold that Mr.
Chamberlain's only mistake at the time was on his return to have
waved a piece of paper with Hitler's signature on it and said, "This
means peace in our time," excusable though even that was when one
realizes the exertions and temporary reEef of a man over seventy in so
responsible a position towards the youth of his country. Finally,
I hold that it was as fortunate for Britain that he was Prime Minister at
that time as it was to have Mr. Winston Churchill in 1940.
Others with greater inside knowledge of the facts of our capacity
to go to war in 1938 than I, as H.M. representative living in Berlin,
could possibly have, will doubtless in due course cross all the "t's"
and dot all the "i's" in this respect, and please Heaven the British
public and the British Parliament wiH benefit therefrom and learn the
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